Impact of Evaporation Rates of Cd and Te on Structural, Morphological, Optical, and Electrical Properties of CdTe Thin Films Deposited by a Two-Sourced Evaporation Technique
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ABSTRACT: A two-sourced evaporation technique was used for deposition of cadmium telluride thin films onto scratch-free transparent glass substrates, using Cd and Te as two different evaporants. Nine samples were deposited at three Te evaporation rates, that is, 6.5, 4.5, and 2.5 nm/s as a function of three substrate temperatures at 400, 300, and 200 °C respectively, keeping the Cd evaporation rate fixed at 2.7 nm/s. All the samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM), optically by Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer and electrically, that is, DC electrical resistivity, by the van der Pauw method at room temperature. Content composition was investigated by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis. Strong mutually supporting effects on structure, morphology, optical transmission, reflection, and electrical resistivity were observed.

1. Introduction

CdTe has emerged as a promising thin film material for a number of reasons. Thin films of CdTe are usually p-type semiconductors. Its 1.5 eV direct band gap is nearly ideal for terrestrial energy conversion.1-6 It has a very high absorption coefficient, meaning that relatively thin layers can be used to make functional devices. Cadmium telluride has been used to make photovoltaic devices for quite some time. Many different CdTe devices have been fabricated in a number of different configurations. CdTe is a semiconductor that can be made both p-type and n-type.7-9 By 1982, Kodak researchers Tyan and Perez-Albuera had produced the first cell with 10% efficiency.10 Subsequent refinement of the structure succeeded in device efficiencies of over 16.5%.11-13 CdTe polycrystalline absorber layers have been deposited by a number of techniques. Specifically, device-quality films have been grown by sintering,14 metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD),15-17 vapor-phase epitaxy,18 screen printing,19,20 electrodeposition,21,22 spray pyrolysis,23 elemental24 and compound25 vacuum evaporation, vapor transport deposition (VTD),26,27 closed-space sublimation (CSS),28 and two-sourced evaporation technique.29

In this paper, we investigate the deposition of CdTe films at three different Te evaporation rates as a function of three different substrate temperatures, keeping the Cd evaporation rate constant. We put in an effort to correlate their mutually interdependent structural, morphological, optical, and electrical properties.

2. Experimental Section

Cadmium, granulated about 3-6 mm, from BDH chemicals of Poole, England, and tellurium powder, -325 mesh, 99.998% (metals basis), from Alfa Aesar company were used as two-sourced materials inside an Edwards E306A vacuum system. The materials were loaded into two cylindrical graphite boats, with a hole of ~2 mm diameter on the top to act as point sources and tightly wrapped around by 100 A tungsten wire. The boats were heated indirectly by passing current through the Cd and Te heaters. The temperature controllers with K-type thermocouples (Chromel & Alumel, -270 to 1350 °C, sensitivity ~41 μV/°C) inserted into the rear of the graphite boats were used to maintain the evaporation temperatures of Cd and Te within ±1 °C of the required temperature range. Scratch-free transparent glass substrates of visibly good surface finish of area 5 cm × 5 cm were cleaned for 3 h in a pure IPA bath (isopropyl alcohol) from MERCK company, in an ultrasonic cleaner from Cole Parmer company, model 8890E-DTH. The substrate was placed over the stainless steel substrate holder; while the infrared heater was used to heat the substrate fixed at a distance of about 15 cm from the source materials, a third K-type thermocouple was placed over the substrate for temperature control during the evaporation as shown in Figure 1. The chamber was then closed and allowed to evacuate with the help of rotary and diffusion pumps attached to a liquid nitrogen trap. The chamber was evacuated to around 10⁻⁶ mbar. The vacuum during the evaporation was ~1.5 x 10⁻³ mbar. The thickness of the film and the deposition rate were measured with the help of a quartz crystal film thickness monitor, model FTM7 from Edwards BOC, England, fixed near the film. For the deposition of film I, substrate temperature was kept at 400 °C for 1 h before deposition of film. The source materials were sintered for 5 min before opening the shutter to have a stable and constant evaporation rate. In the first step, the Cd and Te source temperatures were 400 and 510 °C respectively, which were pre-calibrated. Deposition time was around

Figure 1. Two-source evaporation unit fabricated at Thermal Physics Laboratory.
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The flux of species \( i \) per unit area at the substrate surface is given by:

\[
F_i = \frac{AP_i}{2 \pi d_i^2 \sqrt{2 \pi m_i k_B T}}
\]

where \( A \) is the area of the cell aperture, \( P_i \) is the equilibrium vapor pressure of species \( i \) in the cell at absolute temperature \( T \), \( d_i \) is the distance of the boat from the substrate, \( m_i \) is the mass of diffusion species \( i \), and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. The vapor pressures of Cd and Te at various temperatures are given in refs 31 and 32. The structure of the films was studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα (1.5418 Å) radiation with operating conditions voltage/current 40 kV/30 mA. The microstructure and composition analyses of the samples were performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDX, model JEOL 5910. The optical transmission between 300 and 2600 nm was recorded by Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer with UV-Win Lab software. The electrical resistivity of cut samples with gold-coated contacts was determined according to van der Pauw geometry using Keithley 2410-C 1100 V source meter.

### 3. Results and Discussion

The deposition parameters and electrical characteristics for the studied samples are listed in Table 1. It is evident from the table that Te evaporates more slowly than Cd. A detailed discussion follows.

#### 3.1. Structural Properties

The crystallinity of the samples deposited at three different Te rates as a function of substrate temperature were examined by X-ray diffraction as shown in Figure 2. All the samples were polycrystalline. The sharp diffraction peaks at \( 2\theta \approx 32.5^\circ \) in samples VII, VIII, and IX corresponding to (102) plane of hexagonal CdTe structure (ICDD 19-0193) appeared. Two additional peaks at \( 2\theta \approx 35.5^\circ \) and \( 67.34^\circ \) in Figure 2c for sample IX corresponding to (112) and (104) planes of tetragonal TeO\(_2\) (ICDD 11-0058) appeared. It is clear from XRD intensity variation in Figure 2 that for samples I, II, and III at 400 °C substrate temperature, a peak at \( 2\theta \approx 32.5^\circ \) in samples VII, VIII, and IX at lower substrate temperature of 200 °C substrate temperatures, we got a second set of samples (IV, V, and VI) at 400 °C substrate temperature. By exactly repeating these effects for 300 and 200 °C substrate temperatures, we got a second set of samples (IV, V, and VI) and third set of samples (VII, VIII, and IX), respectively.

The deposition of CdTe films by direct combination of cadmium and tellurium vapors on the substrate surface is based on the following reversible reaction:

\[
2\text{Cd(g)} + \text{Te}_2(g) \leftrightarrow 2\text{CdTe(s)}
\]

The direct combination of elemental cadmium and tellurium vapors at the substrate surface has been used for the deposition.

Since the source boats of both the materials are similar, the most important parameter, which controls the evaporation rate and the re-evaporation from the substrate, is the vapor pressure of Cd and Te. The flux \( F_i \) of species \( i \) per unit area at the substrate surface is given by:

\[
F_i = \frac{AP_i}{2 \pi d_i^2 \sqrt{2 \pi m_i k_B T}}
\]

where \( A \) is the area of the cell aperture, \( P_i \) is the equilibrium vapor pressure of species \( i \) in the cell at absolute temperature \( T \), \( d_i \) is the distance of the boat from the substrate, \( m_i \) is the mass of diffusion species \( i \), and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. The vapor pressures of Cd and Te at various temperatures are given in refs 31 and 32. The structure of the films was studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα (1.5418 Å) radiation with operating conditions voltage/current 40 kV/30 mA. The microstructure and composition analyses of the samples were performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDX, model JEOL 5910. The optical transmission between 300 and 2600 nm was recorded by Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer with UV-Win Lab software. The electrical resistivity of cut samples with gold-coated contacts was determined according to van der Pauw geometry using Keithley 2410-C 1100 V source meter. Silver paste was used above the gold coating for ohmic contacts.

#### Figure 2. XRD patterns for CdTe films grown at different Te rates as a function of substrate temperatures: (a) 6.5; (b) 4.5; (c) 2.5 nm/s. CdTe structure, which has the space group \( Fd-3m \) and lattice constant 6.481 Å (ICDD 15-0770). For 200 °C substrate temperature, a peak at \( 2\theta \approx 32.5^\circ \) in samples VII, VIII, and IX corresponding to (102) plane of hexagonal CdTe structure (ICDD 19-0193) appeared. Two additional peaks at \( 2\theta \approx 35.5^\circ \) and \( 67.34^\circ \) in Figure 2c for sample IX corresponding to (112) and (104) planes of tetragonal TeO\(_2\) (ICDD 11-0058) and hexagonal Te (ICDD 4-554) structures appeared, respectively.
is also possible that TeO₂ may have resulted after the deposited samples were taken out of vacuum chamber in open room environment for conducting different analyses where loosely placed Te has a fair chance of oxidation in open atmosphere. This made the formation of a single-phase CdTe compound more difficult. Similar observations were also reported earlier.³³

The absence of tellurium phase for samples I–VI is due to the higher substrate temperatures of 400 and 300 °C. It can be observed that by coevaporating Cd and Te at higher substrate temperatures single-phase CdTe films can be achieved.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images for three different Te evaporation rates, as a function of substrate temperature, are shown in a series of photographs displayed in Figure 3. Although the deposited films were uniform macroscopically, we can see relatively dark and light gray regions in the SEM images for all the films. These are diffraction effects due to a small thickness gradient in thin films caused by radial temperature gradients in the substrate surface during the deposition. The dark areas in the images correspond to the rough surface. In contrast, the light gray regions were relatively smooth and correspond to the coalesced film structure. As the substrate temperature increased, a dense coalesced film structure resulted.³⁴ There was significant variation in morphology, which was mainly attributed to substrate temperature as shown in plan-view images of Figure 3 with completely different features, more clear in the magnification range mentioned in scale on images. The evolution of these features is displayed in side view images of films in Figure 3d, which clearly indicates that despite nearly same weight percent of Cd and Te in films I, IV, and VII listed in Table 1, a more solid coalesced uniform structure is formed in film I, which has shifted toward less coalesced structure in film IV because one can see some loosely placed particles besides a solid region, and in film VII, this has transformed into simply piled up particles stacked on one another resulting in a rough surface. This gives a good feeling about the deposition of Cd and Te on the film surface at the same Te evaporation rate and different substrate temperatures.

3.2. Optical Properties. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra for CdTe samples between 300 and 2500 nm were recorded by spectrophotometer as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. It is clear from transmittance for different Te rates that samples I, II, and III deposited at 400 °C and samples IV, V, and VI at 300 °C substrate temperatures are more transparent, and their interference pattern shows that they are more uniform. The spectral behavior of these films shows that above λ = 800 nm, that is, at longer wavelengths, T + R = 1. This indicates that for such films neither absorption nor scattering of light occurs beyond the absorption edge as shown for one of the samples in Figure 6. The appearance of maxima and minima occurs from the interference effect, and their number increases with increasing film thickness.³⁵,³⁶ The transmittance and reflectance of films VII, VIII, and IX at 200 °C substrate temperature show nonuniform rough surfaces for which T + R ≈ 1. This indicates that scattering losses are present. There is also no sharp band edge.

The optical properties such as film thickness, refractive index, absorption coefficient, and optical band gap were calculated from the transmission spectra. Due to the effect of surface
roughness on the transmission of the films, transmission formula,\(^ {37}\) which includes the roughness, was used as

\[
T = \frac{A_1 \exp(\alpha d)}{B_1 \exp(2\alpha d) + C_1 \exp(\alpha d) + D_1}
\]

\[
= \frac{B_2 \exp(2\alpha d) + C_2 \exp(\alpha d) + D_2}{B_2 \exp(2\alpha d) + C_3 \exp(\alpha d) + D_3}
\]  

(1)

where

\[
A_1 = \gamma'(16n_1n_2(1 - \rho)(n_2^2 + k_2^2)U),
\]

\[
B_1 = st - \rho\sigma U^2, \quad B_2 = st
\]

\[
C_1 = \beta'[(24n_3k_2^2 - ZY) \cos \phi + 4k_2(n_1Y + Z) \sin \phi] - \rho U'[4k_2(Z - n_1Y) \sin \phi - 2(ZY + 4n_1k_2^2) \cos \phi]
\]

\[
C_2 = \beta(24n_3k_2^2 - ZY) \cos \phi + 4k_2(n_1Y + Z) \sin \phi,
\]

\[
C_3 = \eta[2(4n_1k_2^2 - ZY) \cos \phi + 4k_2(n_1Y + Z) \sin \phi]
\]

\[
D_1 = \beta'[uv - \rho\sigma U^2], \quad D_2 = \beta'[uv], \quad D_3 = \eta'[uv],
\]

\[
u = (n_1 - n_2)^2 + k_2^2, \quad u = (n_2 - n_3)^2 + k_2^2
\]

\[
s = (n_1 + n_3)^2 + k_2^2, \quad t = (n_2 + n_3)^2 + k_2^2,
\]

\[
Y = n_2^2 - n_1^2 + k_2^2, \quad Z = n_2^2 - n_3^2 + k_2^2
\]

\[
\rho = [(n_1 - n_3)^2 + k_2^2]/[(n_1 + n_3)^2 + k_2^2]
\]

\[
\eta = \exp[-2(2\pi\sigma/\lambda)^2 n_1^2], \quad \beta = \exp[-2(2\pi\sigma/\lambda)^2 n_2^2],
\]

\[
\gamma = \exp[-\frac{1}{2}2(2\pi\sigma/\lambda)^2(n_1 - n_2)^2]
\]

\[
U^{-1} = \frac{(1 - \rho)^2}{2T_s} + \left[\frac{(1 - \rho)^2}{4T_s^2} + \rho^2\right]^{1/2}, \quad U = \exp(-\alpha d)\]

\[T_s\] is the transmittance of the substrate, and for transparent substrate, \(U = 1\) and \(k_3 = 0, n_i\) is the real part and \(k_i\) is the imaginary part (extinction coefficient) of the complex refractive index of air \((n_1, k_1)\), film \((n_2, k_2)\), and substrate \((n_3, k_3)\), and \(\sigma\) is the rms height of surface irregularity (roughness).

Equation 1 can be solved numerically for \(d\) and \(\sigma\) using consecutive maximum and minimum and numbering the interference order to find the value of \(n\) all over the spectra; more details on the method of calculation are given elsewhere.\(^ {37}\)

However, the above formula cannot be used for doped films where the reduction in transmission is due to both the roughness and the internal absorption. For that reason, fitting of an approximate formula\(^ {35,37}\) was used.

\[
T = \frac{Ax}{B - Cx \cos(\phi) + Dx^2}
\]

(2)

Here \(T\) is the normal transmittance for the system consisting of a thin film on a transparent substrate surrounded by air (refractive index = 1) and taking into account all multiple reflections at the interface for the case of \(k^2 \ll n^2\), which is true for this kind of semiconductor thin films. The other variables are defined as: \(A = 16n^2s, B = (n + 1)^2(n + s^2), C = 2(n^2 - 1)(n^2 - s^2), D = (n - 1)(n - s^2), \phi = 4\pi nd/\lambda, x = \exp(-\alpha d),\) and \(k = \alpha\lambda/(4\pi).\) Here \(n\) and \(s\) are the refractive
Figure 7. Transmittance of sample I as a function of wavelength with fitting (a) and plot of $\alpha^2$ versus photon energy ($hv$) for samples I–VI prepared at 400 and 300 °C substrate temperatures (b).

indices of the film and the substrate, respectively, $d$ is the thickness of the film, $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient of the film, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength.

Here $n$ varies as

$$n = a + \frac{b}{\lambda^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

and polynomial approximation for $\alpha$ is

$$\alpha = c + \frac{f}{\lambda} + \frac{g}{\lambda^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $a$, $b$, $c$, $g$, and $f$ are constants obtained from the fitting of the transmission spectra. The fitting parameters $c$, $f$, and $g$ are good for the transparent region only where the values of $\alpha$ are very small and varying slowly with $\lambda$. In the medium and high absorption regions, we can calculate $\alpha$ by using the values of $n$ and $d$ from the fitted curve and the exact value of $x$. The exact solution of eq 2 for $x$ is

$$x = \frac{(C + A/T) - [(C + A/T)^2 - 4BD]^{1/2}}{2D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $C = C \cos \phi$. Then $\alpha = -ln(x)/d$. The values of $n$ and $d$ were taken from the transmittance as stated above. If photon energy is above the optical band-gap energy, the loss of transmittance due to the absorption is much more than that of light scattering due to film roughness, so eq 5 can be used with a good precision.

One such fitted transmission spectra, using eq 2, is shown in Figure 7a. The difference of the thickness calculated by solving eq 1 and that by fitting eq 2 is ~1–2%, which is due to ignoring roughness in eq 2. The direct band gap of the films was determined using the well-known relation for the direct band gap, $\alpha hv = A'(hv - E_g)^{1/2}$, where $A'$ is a constant, $hv$ is the photon energy, and $E_g$ is the optical band gap energy.\(^{25}\) Energy gap $E_g$ was obtained by extrapolating the $(\alpha hv)^2$ vs the incident photon energy ($hv$) plot, a slight shift of energy gaps was noticed as mentioned in Table 1. Figure 7b shows the plot of $\alpha^2$ versus photon energy ($hv$) for samples I–VI. The optical energy gaps, along with other optical parameters, are tabulated in Table 1. The optical energy gaps are close to that reported for crystalline CdTe material, which ensured the good quality of the prepared films.

The results in Table 1 and Figures 4–7 indicate that the films prepared at substrate temperature of 400 °C were uniform and in most of the cases did not depend on the evaporation rate, but the effect of the substrate temperatures was dominant. However, films prepared at substrate temperature of 300 °C were more sensitive to the change of evaporation rate of Te. The high absorption of the films prepared at substrate temperature of 200 °C indicated that CdTe compound was not fully formed, and the films contained a mixture of Cd and Te elements. This matches the XRD results.

3.3. Electrical Properties. The direct method of measuring DC electrical resistivity, $\rho_{dc}$, or sheet resistance, $R_s$, is to prepare a rectangular sample of film and measure its resistance.\(^{38}\) It is necessary to ensure that the two gold-coated contacts at the two ends of the rectangle are ohmic or as close to ohmic as possible so that the bulk resistivity, not the contact resistance, is measured. $R_s$ of squarely cut samples is independent of the size of the square and depends only on resistivity and thickness, $d$, of films, that is, $R_s = \rho_{dc}/d$. Van der Pauw resistivity measurements were performed on squarely cut samples of 10 mm length per side provided with four symmetrically spaced gold-coated contacts. For the electrical measurements, very low resistance silver wires and contacts were used. These were performed at room temperature. Van der Pauw correction factors were chosen from a graph.\(^{38}\) Film thicknesses were determined by curve fitting of optical transmission data. It can be seen in Table 1 that $R_s$ of the samples I–VI deposited at ≥300 °C substrate temperature is very high, ~10⁸ Ω/sq. When the tellurium to cadmium molar ratio in the reaction mixture is increased slightly, the film becomes p-type, and when the tellurium-to-cadmium ratio is reduced slightly, n-type CdTe results (cadmium vacancies and tellurium vacancies are acceptors and donors, respectively). This transition from p-type to n-type CdTe occurs over a very narrow range of the tellurium-to-cadmium molar ratio in the reaction mixture. In case of samples VII and VIII at 200 °C substrate temperature, though the Cd and Te ratios are not much different, the $R_s$ is much less, in the range of ~10⁶ Ω/sq, which could be due to the low growth of CdTe compound between Cd and Te atoms at low substrate temperature. In case of sample IX, the $R_s$ value falls to 10⁵ Ω/sq, which is due to the presence of excessive Cd (~61 wt%) at low substrate temperature as is evident from Table 1. Similar observations about resistivity of polycrystalline CdTe films were reported earlier according to which the lowest resistivity obtainable was about 200 Ω cm.\(^{39}\)

4. Conclusion

A two-sourced evaporation technique was found useful for controlled deposition of CdTe thin films. At high substrate temperatures of 400 and 300 °C, coevaporated Cd and Te resulted in polycrystalline single-phase CdTe thin films. These films were hard and transparent (above 800 nm band edge) and had high resistivity. Different evaporation rates of Te showed
no significant change. At low substrate temperature of 200 °C new phases of Te and TeO₂ appeared along with CdTe, and the films deposited had rough surfaces, were less transmissive, and also had low resistivity. The Te evaporation rates showed significant change of dominating planes in the XRD structure and also affected the transmittance, reflectance, and resistivity of the deposited films. These CdTe films can be used in the field of compound semiconductor imaging detectors specially for nuclear medicine and X-ray astronomy applications.
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